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Equicize

e all know the best way to get “rid-

W

detailed in chapter 1 (fig. 2.1). Although a full

ing fit” is to find a situation where

Equicize routine involves numerous levels and

we can ride multiple horses a day. But for most

exercises, I’ve chosen to explain the four levels

non-professional riders, this is not a realistic

that I used most often when training my team.

option. The good news is that for the rest of us,

Equicize is hard work, but when riders

there is Equicize.

commit to practicing the exercises daily, it

“Equicize” is a term I use for a series of pro-

delivers consistent results. In addition, Equicize

gressive exercises I have developed that are best

challenges riders to develop what I call “men-

compared to aerobics on horseback. Equicize

tal toughness.” I have always been intrigued

helps to build and strengthen the major mus-

by elite athletes (like Olympians) and those

cle groups that riders need to use in order to

performing tough jobs (like Navy SEALs).

be secure and balanced in the tack. In particu-

Throughout my career I have studied the men-

lar, Equicize helps to strengthen and stabilize

tal and physical attributes that enable these top

the rider’s leg, so it remains steady and in posi-

performers to achieve success. I have come to

tion, no matter what the horse is doing. Riders

believe there are certain qualities all elite ath-

begin their Equicize sequence after completing

letes possess; some, such as physical ability, may,

the warm-up stretching and suppling routine

at least partially, be determined by genetics,

REVIEWER PROOF ONLY: DO NOT SHARE

but others, such as mental toughness, are skills
that can be learned.
Equicize relies heavily on the two-point
seat as its foundation. At practices, my team
was never just sitting in the saddle. Anytime the
horse was on a walk break, they were up in twopoint with no stirrups. If they were waiting their
turn to jump in a group lesson, they dropped
their stirrups and practiced two-point at the halt
(fig. 2.2). My team would get so fit that they
could canter in two-point with no stirrups—confidently and without pinching their legs.
It all started with developing mental

2.1 Equicize helps to strengthen the rider’s
leg so that it remains steady and in position.
Equicize helps to build and strengthen the
major muscle groups that riders need to use in
order to be secure and balanced in the tack.

toughness through breaking down each exercise into small enough pieces so riders were
able to gradually build strength. By putting
themselves under stress and achieving stepping-stone goals, riders develop not just mental
and physical fortitude, but confidence in their
own ability to complete difficult exercises.
Be sure to give your horse a light warm
up in the trot and canter to get his body moving before starting the Equicize sequence. You
will be working so hard to manage your own
body that you won’t be able to give your horse
much help!

ESTABLISHING YOUR
FITNESS BASELINE
Imagine you have decided to take up jogging
after a long period of not doing much physical activity. You would never expect to just
start off running a 10K; you would start with

2.2 Anytime you are at the walk or halt, drop
your stirrups like Simone T. and go up in your
two-point to help strengthen your legs and
core. Simone is riding at Jamaica Bay Riding
Academy in Brooklyn, New York.

short, low-intensity jogs and gradually build up

Chapter 2: Equicize | 17
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COACH SALLY’S TOP 10 TIPS

Tip 2: Practice Mental Toughness

M

ental toughness is one of the single
most important qualities in a rider that

separates average from excellent. A rider
who has developed mental toughness is able
to remain focused when she is challenged,
whether by the exercise she is doing or by the
horse she is riding. In learning to ride, there is
a progression of skills and degrees of fitness
that all riders must go through. A mentally
tough rider has acquired the discipline to not
repeat the same mistakes, over and over.
For an instructor, starting from scratch
each lesson and reminding riders to demon-

2.3 Emmaree demonstrates a set of
crunches used to develop mental toughness.

strate essential skills they have already mas-

This was not meant as a punishment but

tered is not a logical way to proceed. How is

rather to make riders more aware of what

a rider ever going to increase fitness or learn

they were doing. If they had to dismount

new skills if she keeps making the same mis-

and do crunches while the rest of the class

takes repeatedly?

kept going, they were less likely to repeat

In my program, I expect riders to remem-

the mistake. It served as a reminder to prac-

ber the concepts I teach them. It takes rep-

tice mental toughness and get it right, every

etition and muscle memory to accomplish

ride (fig. 2.3).

certain riding tasks, but attention to basics

I also want to see grit, fire, and determi-

such as making sure reins and stirrup leath-

nation. I want to see my athletes using what

ers are not twisted simply takes discipline.

they’ve learned during the prior team prac-

Once a rider has achieved the ability to

tice or clinic so we can move on to the next

always rise on the correct diagonal and pick

skill. I want to see my riders show up early

up the correct lead, I expect that with every

for their practice or clinic time, mentally pre-

attempt. When my riders were in a team

pared for what’s to come and ready to work

practice with twisted reins or leathers, or

hard in every session. I love it when I teach

picked up the wrong diagonal, or went more

riders in a two-day clinic and on the second

than two strides with a wrong lead, they had

day, they are doing their warm-up exercises

to get off and give me crunches!

and Equicize to prepare for the day’s work!

18 | The Athletic Equestrian
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distance and speed over time. Equicize works

may be able to resume the exercise at a lighter

the same way. Even someone who rides daily

intensity. But if the pain does not go away, it is

is not necessarily conditioned enough to do

time to consult a medical professional or ath-

the full sequence of exercises at first, and most

letic trainer.

riders will need to gradually build up to the

A rider will sometimes feel increased

complete series over a period of time. But how

awareness of muscles in her lower back as she

do you know when you have reached your per-

spends more time working in two-point. This

sonal limit on a given ride?

is actually a symptom caused by her using her

The first indicator is your breathing. If you

back to hold her body off the horse instead

start a component of the Equicize sequence and

of her legs. A rider experiencing back fatigue

fairly quickly either get winded or are unable to

after working in two-point needs more condi-

maintain a steady flow of breath, back off the

tioning in her calves and quadriceps, and must

exercise and take a short break. I have had rid-

learn to use her legs to support her upper body.

ers forget to breathe at all and start to become

It is also my experience that many riders

light-headed. This is a sure sign you need to go

set their stirrups too long both on the flat and

back to a more basic variation of the exercise,

over fences, and this, too, can contribute to

until you can perform it with enough ease that
you are able to maintain your breath.
The next variable to monitor is your muscle control. These exercises challenge a rider to
maintain her position and balance out of the
usual rhythm, and this requires engaging muscles consistently and with greater control than
she may be used to. When a rider feels her muscles shaking or is otherwise feeling unable to
maintain control of her movements, it is time
to back down.
The

two-point

exercise,

in

particular,

THE STIRRUP LENGTH HACK

T

o prepare for collegiate or scholastic “catch
riding,” or any other time you must ride in

an unfamiliar saddle, I recommend the Stirrup
Length Hack to quickly find the correct adjustment. Here’s how it works:
While at home in your own saddle with the
stirrups set to your perfect length, drop your
irons, and feel exactly where the bottom of the

increases the stretch in the tendons and liga-

stirrup is hitting your ankle. Be as specific as pos-

ments of the ankle joint; riders will sometimes

sible—is it directly on your ankle bone, slightly

report a feeling of pressure or pain on their

below, slightly above, an inch below, or an inch

shins, or on the inside or outside of the ankle.

above? Figure out where the iron hits your ankle

When you are experiencing pain, this is a true

and you’ll be able to set your stirrups correctly

red flag. Stop what you are doing; if the pain

every ride, no matter what saddle you are using.

subsides when the extra stretch is released, you

Chapter 2: Equicize | 19
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FOOT POSITION PRIMER

O

ne of the most common position prob-

properly weighted, deep heels create stability

lems I see in riders is lower legs too far

in the rider.

forward. Often, this is the result of trying to

The key to achieving deep heels correctly

force the heels lower than the toes simply

is to make sure the foot is properly positioned

by using the calf muscles to press down into

on the stirrup. First, place the ball of your foot

the stirrup. The rider is stiff and often in pain.

(located between your toes and your arch) on

Creating a supple ankle joint that can absorb

the stirrup pad, with the little toe closer to the

shock and energy is fundamental to helping

outside branch of the stirrup. Next, gently roll

riders develop maximum stretch in the ten-

the foot so more weight is on the inside ball of

dons, ligaments, and muscles in the leg, and

foot. When you do this, you will feel more pres-

for creating a more effective heel-lower-than-

sure toward the big toe than the little toe. You

toe position. Deep heels help maintain the

should also, almost immediately, feel your calf

rider’s overall balance and equilibrium on a

roll into a passive contact position (more on

moving horse. I compare a rider’s deep heels

this later) and your heel drop down (fig. 2.4 A).

to a tight rope walker carrying a pole; the pole

Throughout your ride, whenever your heel

helps the performer to keep her balance by

creeps up, correct it by rolling more weight

distributing weight across its length, caus-

onto the inside ball of the foot, or think, “Step

ing the ends to drop down. In the same way,

onto the inside ball of the foot.” If your foot
keeps going back to the incorrect
position, or you find it hard to keep
the stirrup under the ball of your
foot, consider whether your boots
fit properly (fig. 2.4 B). Boots that
are too big usually cause the stirrup
to move closer to the arch of the
rider’s foot and can compromise her
ability to keep weight in the heels.

A

B

2.4 A & B Rolling onto the inside
ball of your foot helps the heel go
deeper and allows the calf to rest
on the horse’s side (A). Rolling
your weight onto the outer edge
of the foot causes the heel to raise
up and the calf to come off the
horse’s side (B).

20 | The Athletic Equestrian
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lower back discomfort. In the equitation ring,

During each phase of the post, contract the

the ideal knee angle is 110 degrees for work

abdominal muscles by pulling the belly button

over fences and two holes lower for the flat.

inward. Without losing your steady breath, con-

It is important to practice with stirrups set to

tinue to hold this contraction for 10 full posting

the correct length, and it is best to ask your

beats. Counting each up beat out loud helps

coach or another trusted professional to check

keep you breathing; the last thing you want to

the adjustment. Once you know your perfect

do during Equicize is hold your breath! After

stirrup length, memorize the stirrup leather

the tenth beat, relax the abdominal muscles.

numbers for both flat and fences and always
set them correctly.

Next, you ride 10 full posting beats while
contracting your gluteal muscles. Imagine you

Cramps are a sure sign of muscles that

have back pockets on your breeches and you are

need a break, and when a rider experiences

trying to draw them closer together by squeez-

them, she should immediately stop the exer-

ing your gluteal muscles. Again, focus on main-

cise, breathe deeply, and gently massage the

taining your steady breath, holding the gluteal

affected area. In general, a rider completing

contraction through each phase of the post.

Equicize exercises with correctly adjusted stir-

Continue alternating between abdominal

rups should not experience muscle cramping,

contractions and gluteal contractions every 10

but it is not uncommon when she starts trying

posting beats for two circuits of the arena.

to do the sequence without stirrups later on.

Exercise: Equicize

Exercise: Equicize Level

✳ One—Posting Contractions ✳

✳ Level Two—Sit-Ones ✳
Almost every rider can do Sit-Ones if they have

Increasing body awareness is one of the key

mastered the basics of the posting trot, and

principles of my training system, and this first

they are a great way to start increasing the

stage of Equicize helps riders to become more

intensity of the Equicize series. Sit-Ones sound

attuned to those muscles that are engaged and

easy until you start doing them; a rider must

those that are relaxed during each phase of

learn to coordinate her own body’s move-

the post. Equicize Level One challenges riders

ments with the horse’s rhythm, then deliber-

to alternately contract, then relax, two muscle

ately change the timing of her posting rhythm

groups: the abdominal core and the gluteals.

without losing her balance or count. Most rid-

This exercise helps to tone and strengthen each

ers will be sweating after just a few circuits of

set of muscles.

the arena!

First, focus on contracting the abdominal

To get started, establish a positive forward

core. Establish a positive forward posting trot.

posting trot, rising on the correct diagonal.

Chapter 2: Equicize | 21
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2.5 A & B Simone F. is incorrectly raising her shoulders when
she sits one beat to change her
posting diagonal (A). She keeps
her shoulders pressed down as
she sits one beat to change her
posting diagonal (B).
A

B

Choose a marker on the outside edge of the

remains square to the horse’s ears, and keep

arena and, as your body passes the marker,

your shoulders down. Repeat this sequence for

count five strides out loud on each up beat.

two full circuits (figs. 2.5 A & B).

After your count of five, sit one extra beat and

For some riders, two circuits of Sit-Ones

rise on the wrong diagonal. Post five more

every five beats are enough to get their respira-

strides, then sit one extra beat. Each time you

tion rate up and flush their cheeks. If this is you,

sit the extra beat, make sure your upper body

take a few laps of regular posting, focusing

22 | The Athletic Equestrian
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on returning to a steady breath, then try the
sequence again.

Returning to the circuits of fives, during
each phase of posting, focus on contracting

If you are still feeling good, you can increase

the abdominal muscles by pulling the belly-

the challenge. Ride two more circuits, this time

button inward. During the extra sit beat, relax

maintaining a sequence of four regular posting

the abdominal muscles and tighten the gluteal

beats and one extra sitting beat. Next, do two

muscles instead. Continue working on this pat-

circuits of three regular posting beats and one

tern through each descending count (fours,

extra sitting beat, then two circuits of two reg-

threes, twos). It is pretty hard to contract then

ular posting beats and one extra sitting beat.

release each muscle group in time with the

Finally, do two circuits of ones—post one beat, sit

ones, therefore, I do not recommend practicing

two (essentially, up/down/down/up/down/down).

this pattern in Level Three.

Riders new to Sit-Ones may not be able to

Sometimes when the rider is working on

go all the way through the sequence from cir-

this advanced version of Sit-Ones, the horse

cuits of fives to circuits of ones. Listen to your

will respond to the changes in his rider’s mus-

body and notice when you start to lose the con-

cle tone by becoming tense himself. When this

sistency of your breath or the steadiness of your

happens, stop the extra muscle contractions

position. This is the moment at which you need

until the horse settles back into a consistent

to allow your body to “reset” by taking a few

rhythm.

circuits focusing on a steady breath and regular
posting rhythm (or, in some cases, even coming
to the walk).

Exercise: Equicize Level Three—

✳ Sit-Ones with Posting Contractions ✳

✳

Exercise: Equicize Level
Four—The Chest Press

✳

I will go over the two-point more thoroughly
in chapter 3; for now, I will assume that riders have a baseline understanding of this seat

Once Equicize Level Two feels easy—the rider

style. Many instructors use the idea of a deep

is able to consistently and steadily do two cir-

two-point or cantle touch in their teaching. I

cuits of each count without losing her breath or

call this the “Chest Press position.” In Equicize

position—she is ready for the next level of chal-

Level Four, riders alternate between the two-

lenge. In Equicize Level Three, the rider com-

point and Chest Press positions (fig. 2.8 A).

bines the muscle contractions of Level One with

The Chest Press is like a super deep two-

the Sit-One sequence introduced in Level Two.

point position—so deep that the rider’s chest

In Level Three, riders are challenged to incorpo-

is almost touching the horse’s neck. In Chest

rate both abdominal and gluteal contractions

Press, the hip angle is almost totally closed,

into each count sequence.

the knee angle is deeper than two-point, and

Chapter 2: Equicize | 23
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the ankles are flexed to the max. When riders

their muscles and do not fully release their

try this exercise for the first time, they usually

joints to find their maximum fold. Keep focus-

think they are closer to their horse’s neck than

ing on breathing and a feeling of softness in

they really are. Concentrate on closing the hip

the muscles, allowing the stretch to go through

angle as much as you possibly can, allowing the

and into the joints of the leg. Experiment with

seat bones to press back toward the cantle. In

the Chest Press at the halt and walk before try-

two-point, I do not allow the rider’s hands to

ing it at the trot.

rest on the neck, but in Chest Press, resting the

Once you have a basic understanding of

knuckles on the horse’s neck helps riders to find

the Chest Press position, you begin the Equicize

their balance (fig. 2.8 B).		

exercise. Again, find a positive forward work-

At first, most riders hold onto tension in

ing trot and post with the horse’s rhythm. Pick

ATHLETIC STANCE

B

eing correctly balanced in the two-point
position is similar to the balance required

to do other sports, such as surfing, playing basketball, skiing, or managing a stand-up paddle
board. It is all about staying balanced over your
center of gravity by maintaining a steady alignment and keeping your joints slightly closed.
This is called “athletic stance.”
Try athletic stance unmounted. Stand with
your feet about a shoulder-width apart, and
gently bend your knees and close your hips

A

slightly. Keep your shoulders over your hips,
and your hips stacked over your knees and feet.
Notice that this position is quite similar to how
you might wait to receive a volleyball serve or
prepare to shoot a basket. You are balanced and
stable but also mobile, ready to spring or jump
immediately (figs. 2.6 A & B).

2.6 A & B Simone T. demonstrates a correct
athletic stance with her angles slightly closed
(A). Then she demonstrates an incorrect athletic
stance, with open angles in her ankle, knee, and
hip (B). Her open angles will cause her to become
stiff and lose shock absorption.

24 | The Athletic Equestrian
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2.8 A & B Teagan
demonstrates a
correct two-point
position (A). She
demonstrates
a correct Chest
Press by keeping
her back flat and
pressing her upper
body almost to
the horse’s crest
(B).

A

B

In riding, your instructor has likely emphasized maintaining an alignment from your ear
through your shoulder to your point of hip and
heel. When you get into two-point, you close the
angles in your ankle, knee, and hip, but maintain
the hip-to-heel alignment. This is athletic stance
on a horse. If your leg is too far forward or too
far back, you cannot maintain an athletic stance.

2.7 This surfer uses her athletic stance to stay
centered and balanced on her surfboard.

Throughout this book, I will emphasize that
the rider must constantly work on her ability to

smoothly open and close to absorb the energy of

fluidly open and close her joints while maintain-

movement. This is exactly what a rider must learn

ing an athletic stance. Picture a surfer riding a

to do—to appear still on an object that is moving,

wave; is her body standing straight, with all her

the rider must move just enough to match the

leg and hip joints open?

horse (fig. 2.7).

Of course not—she would immediately fall

To perform two-point correctly, the rider

off her board. Instead, the surfer closes those

must remain in athletic stance. If you imagine that

angles and gets into athletic stance. As her board

the horse just disappeared out from underneath

travels up and across the wave, the surfer’s joints

the rider, she should land on her feet, angles
slightly closed, in athletic stance.
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a marker on the outside wall of the arena, and

routine for many weeks, or even months, before

as your body passes the marker, get into two-

you try it without stirrups. Do not try Equicize

point and hold for five strides, using the same

without stirrups unless you are proficient at

count rhythm as you did in the posting trot.

work without stirrups in the regular gaits and

Next, without sitting, transition smoothly into

have developed the balance and muscle mem-

Chest Press position; hold for five strides. Keep

ory that is involved in riding without them.

alternating between these two positions for
two circuits.

Reaching this level of fitness is not a reasonable goal for every rider; physical limitations

I guarantee that you will feel the effort of

from previous injuries or illness, sensitive horses

this exercise right away. If you are not feeling

less tolerant of a rider’s loss of balance or con-

signs of hitting your limit, you can continue

trol, or limited experience working without stir-

and do two circuits of holding two-point for

rups in general are just a few reasons why some

four strides, then Chest Press for four strides.

riders should not push themselves to this level

Work up to adding two circuits of threes (three

of Equicize. But perhaps a smaller goal, such as

strides two-point/three strides Chest Press) and

doing one count of Sit-Ones without stirrups, is

then twos.

reasonable. Over time, maybe this can be built

On the other hand, if you find yourself los-

upon step by step, until you can complete the

ing your breath or collapsing onto the horse’s

entire Sit-One sequence without stirrups, and

neck due to muscle fatigue, take a break from

take the stirrups back for the Chest Press.

the Chest Press and complete a few circuits

As always, each rider must consider her own

of posting trot. This will help you catch your

current fitness level, her long-term goals, and

breath and give those screaming muscles a

her unique physical variables when determin-

break! Once you feel recovered, resume the

ing personal goals for these exercises.

two-point/Chest Press at the number where you
left off.

SESSION GOAL-SETTING

ADVANCED EQUICIZE

When riders are in a group, whether riding on
their own or with their trainer, it can be eas-

The ultimate goal—and this comes only after

ier for them to keep going with hard exercises

plenty of practice—is to be able to do Equicize

because most of us have a natural desire to

Levels Three and Four without stirrups. It is crit-

keep up with what others are doing. But when

ical to understand that this is quite a long-term

you ride independently, it can be challenging

goal, and to achieve it requires high levels of

to maintain focus and complete the Equicize

both fitness and mental toughness. I recom-

sequence every day. Again, this comes down

mend you keep your stirrups for your Equicize

to developing mental toughness. Set goals for
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yourself, then break them down into smaller
steps. If you are winded on Day One after
doing two circuits of five strides two-point/
five strides Chest Press, make it your goal
to do that same sequence every day until it
feels easier. When you are no longer struggling to catch your breath, keep going, and
add one circuit of fours. The next day, make
it two circuits.
I suggest keeping a small spiral notebook
in your tack trunk (fig. 2.9). Each day, note
how many circuits you did of Sit-Ones and
Chest Presses, and also write down how you
physically felt with the number of repetitions.
When it comes to Equicize, no one can do this
work for you. You must develop the mental
toughness to do it for yourself.
2.9 Keep a notebook in your tack trunk to write
down the number of repetitions each day, and
note how you physically felt with each circuit.
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The Torture-Free
Sitting Trot

R

“

iders, please sit the trot.”

harmoniously sit the trot, she is truly working

Few words can more effectively

with her horse as a partner. A supple, balanced

elicit an involuntary groan from a rider than

sitting trot is a badge of honor, one that shows

these. For many riders, training their seat to

the rider’s commitment to developing both her

follow the bounce of the horse’s back in the

equitation skills and her relationship with her

sitting trot can seem to be an insurmountable

horse (fig. 8.1).

task. But despite the challenge, there are sev-

Developing the sitting trot is a process that

eral reasons why all riders should set a goal of

takes time, and riders must be patient. The pro-

improving their ability to sit the trot.

cess can be challenging, and it can be frustrat-

First, riders with a supple, balanced seat

ing, and the truth is that for some rider-athletes,

in the sitting trot are better able to use this

the “perfect” sitting trot may never happen.

tool to refine the shape, length, balance, and

But that doesn’t mean a rider shouldn’t work

power of their horse’s trot. Second, for riders

little by little to make her sitting trot the best it

who compete, the sitting trot is a popular test

can be on that day, with that horse, to the best

used by judges to separate a competitive equi-

of her ability.

tation class, both on the flat and over fences.

Some instructors struggle to describe to

But perhaps most importantly, when a rider can

students exactly how to sit the trot. Instead,
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they offer platitudes like, “You need to relax,”

trot. In fact, I encourage readers to review the

or “You just need to follow the horse.” While

section of chapter 7 in which I break down the

both of these statements are true, it has been

movement of the rider’s pelvis in the walk (see

my experience that most students need more

p. 85).

guidance than this to actually sit the trot effec-

To sit the trot effectively, the rider uses her

tively. Riders need to understand the mechan-

gluteal muscles and the muscles of her abdom-

ics of what actually happens with their bodies

inal core to stay connected with the saddle

during a balanced sitting trot.

during the moment of suspension—the same

In chapter 7, we did this dissection for

muscles that control rider balance and the fol-

the walk, posting trot, and canter, and we are

lowing movement of the pelvis in the walk.

going to take that knowledge and experience

These same muscles support the torso and pel-

with us on the journey to a torture-free sitting

vis through the transition from the walk to the

8.1 Olivia C’s supple, balanced sitting trot shows the development of both
her equitation skills and her relationship with the horse.
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sitting trot, and help to maintain contact with
the saddle throughout the trot stride.
Ready to try? Let’s get started.

TIP 1: FOLLOW THROUGH THE
TRANSITION
When attempting sitting trot, most riders will
establish the posting trot first, then transition
from posting to sitting and try to find the following rhythm with their seat from there. But
frequently, when a novice rider uses her leg
8.2 Jinae shows that feeling you get when you try to
sit the trot and it is just not happening. Check out her
horse’s feelings about it!

aid to tell the horse to “go,” she stiffens in
other areas of her body—especially the hips
and core. Now we have a situation in which
the rider has squeezed or kicked her
horse into the trot (and perhaps is still
kicking to maintain the trot) and as
she posts along, she has stiffened in
every joint that needs to be supple in
order to effectively sit to this bouncy
gait (fig. 8.2). How well do you think
the transition from posting to sitting
trot will go?

Exercise: Walk-to-

✳ Sitting-Trot Transition ✳
Try this instead. Establish an active,
positive, forward, working walk with
a swinging, following seat, like you
practiced in the last chapter (p. 87).
8.3 Amanda closed her legs for a sitting trot
while keeping her seat soft and following, leading to a harmonious sitting trot.

Take a few strides with your eyes closed (if it is
safe to do so) and focus on the following movement of your pelvis and seat, making the “U”
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shape through each stride. Now, gently cue the

and following becomes next to impossible.

horse to pick up the trot, but instead of post-

The actual movement of the seat in the

ing, focus on maintaining the following “U”

sitting trot is both side-to-side and forward-

shape with the seat. Follow through the transi-

and-back, which all happens far too quickly for

tion and find your sitting trot (fig. 8.3).

the instructor to call out loud. The rider must

It doesn’t matter if the horse is not going

experiment with the sitting trot in small doses

very fast in the trot at this stage. As soon as you

to develop her own perception—her “feel”—

start to bounce, come back to the walk and try

for the correct movement.

again. It doesn’t matter if you only sit trot for
one or two steps. What you are trying to do is
retrain your brain so that the body mechanics

SIT ON MEMORY FOAM

of the walk-to-sitting-trot transition become
following rather than stiffening. This process
will take time.
For some riders, the idea of following
through the transition with their seat is a light-

T

o determine if there is enough weight in
your seat in the sitting trot, imagine that

you are sitting on a piece of memory foam (fig.

bulb moment and is all the info they need to

8.4). As your seat follows the horse’s back by

begin more effectively sitting the trot. If this is

making a “U” shape in each stride, picture the

not you—keep reading.

foam compressing beneath you just enough to
leave an impression. When your weight switches

TIP 2: DISCONNECT
YOUR BRAIN

to the other side, the impression will disappear.

When I see a rider bouncing along in the sitting trot with a look of intense concentration
on her face, I know instantly that her “thinking brain” has taken over. It is important to
be familiar with the horse and rider biomechanics of the sitting trot, but only as long as
this information helps the rider to understand
why following with her seat is the most critical
component to success. When a rider gets too
focused on “making” her seat follow the horse,
she inevitably bounces instead. When over-

8.4 Imagine you are sitting on a piece of foam,
and with each swing of your pelvis at the sitting
trot, it compresses one side of the foam.

thinking enters the picture, tension ensues,
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8.5 Coby goes into a hyper-relaxed arm and body position to encourage
softness in her sitting trot.

✳

Exercise: Stop Overthinking
the Sitting Trot

✳

overthinking rider is to let her body become
like a soft rag doll. Starting in the walk (either
within an enclosed arena or on the longe line),

If you are starting to overthink this movement,

completely relax the body, releasing any muscle

it is time to change things up. Return to post-

that is actively engaged. Allow the shoulders to

ing trot for a few laps. Do some transitions

slump and the arms to relax, though continue

between gaits without sitting the trot. Let your

to maintain a soft, closed fist with the fingers

mind settle and come back to neutral before

on the reins. From this hyper-relaxed position,

trying the sitting trot again.

allow the body to follow the movement of the

Another technique that can help an

active working walk (fig. 8.5). Most riders will
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notice that their seat has become deeper and
more connected to the saddle. Once the rider is
comfortable with the “rag doll position” in the
walk, she can try it in the sitting trot.
It can be painful for a perfectionist coach
to watch, but I have found a rag doll position
can produce excellent results with tense or overthinking riders. This technique is also especially
helpful for an adult who has lost some of the
natural elasticity of youth; in rag doll position,
she can find the following movement easier
than when she is sitting taller. It is as if the overall relaxation of rag doll position allows these
riders to give in to the bounce of the trot, rather
than resist it. Once the rider has the idea of a
soft, following seat thanks to rag doll position,
she should return to a correct riding posture to
see if she can maintain it.
One final reminder for the overthinker:
I only recommend practicing the working
walk-sitting trot transition for between three
and five minutes total per ride. These do not
need to be consecutive minutes—you can
weave the sitting trot practice into your other
arena work for that session. What is important is to repeat the transition with a following

8.6 Sherry keeps her pelvis mobile and
fluid o sit the trot.

seat over and over, with a quiet and relaxed
mind, until the following feeling becomes your
their movement during the sitting trot can

instinctive response.

help a rider better translate what her own seat

TIP 3: LEARN BY WATCHING
THE BEST

should be doing. If there is an opportunity to
ask an experienced rider to demonstrate both
correct and incorrect sitting, novices can often

We all know riders we admire for their beauty

better understand what is or is not working in

and harmony on a horse. Sometimes, studying

their own attempts to sit the trot (fig. 8.6).
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